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Using system diagrams

Part 1 Describing systems

What to write

1 Draw a quick sketch of an electric cooker.

2 Label all those parts that are important in making the cooker 
work properly.

3 Now draw a system diagram that describes how the cooker 
works 

◆ draw a block for each of the important subsystems that 
make up the cooker. Label each block to describe what it 
does;

◆ draw an arrow for each of the system’s input and output 
signals. Label each arrow to indicate the type of signal;

◆ draw and label an arrow for each signal that links a pair of 
subsystems;

◆ draw a dotted line to show the system boundary for the 
cooker.

Homework suggestion

Use the diagram below to help you draw a system diagram 
describing a camera.

◆ Draw and label a block for each of the important subsystems 
that make up the camera.

◆	 Draw and label an arrow for each of the system’s input and 
output signals.

◆	 Draw and label an arrow for each signal that links a pair of 
subsystems.

◆	 Draw a dotted line to show the system boundary for your 
diagram.

operation mode control         view finder

                display screen

wide angle/telephoto  
adjustment           flash

memory card slot

                   download socket

            camera body

       
battery compartment   lens 

Student’s Book:

Using a systems approach,  
pages 39–44

Designing and making 
electronic circuits, pages 
224–37

Time available:

30 minutes

You will learn:

How  to describe comples 
products as systems using 
system diagrams.

How to use system diagrams 
tro help you design.

You will need:

Your workbook

Pencil
❏ 
❏ 
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Part 2 – Designing systems

Using system diagrams

The drawing shows a new toy that is being developed to appear to upper primary children.  
The basic brief for this toy is listed below.

◆ It has a battery-driven motor and can move backward and forward by itself.

◆ It can sense when it has hit a barrier and will back off and make a noise. (It doesn’t like banging 
its head!)

◆ It can be made to move by being tapped on the back.

◆ If it is ignored for a long time, it makes a persistent noise. (It doesn’t like being ignored!)

What to do

1 Make a list of all the physical signals that the toy will sense as inputs.

2 For each input signal, choose an appropriate ‘input’ subsystem that will produce an electronic 
signal.

3 Make a list of all the signals that the toy will produce as outputs.

4 Choose appropriate ‘output’ subsystems that will produce the output signals from an electronic 
signal.

5 Draw a system diagram that includes all the input and output subsystems you have chosen and 
a single ‘process’ block. Label all the signal arrows and all the input and output blocks.

6  Write down what the process part of your system has to do. Decide whether the process itself 
needs to be broken down into more subsystems.

7 If necessary, redraw your system diagram to include all the process subsystem blocks.

8 Check that all blocks are labelled to describe what they do to a signal.

9 Check that all signals are labelled.

Further work

If you have time, model the system you have designed using real electronic subsystems. Check 
that it works as you intended. If you find that you need to adapt the design as a result of your 
modelling, record the final design as a system diagram.




